
APPENDIX B: 

PLANNING APPLICATION NE/22/00698/OUT LAND ADJACENT TO HALDENS 

PARKWAY THRAPSTON. 

DETAILED APPRAISAL OF THE APPLICANTS LAND REQUIREMENT, LABOUR 

SUPPLY, AND ECONOMIC BENEFITS REPORT. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This report sets out to prove that the JCS employment need figures are out of date, 

inconsistent with the 2019 version of PPG and does not recognise the status of logistics 

afforded by the PPG. The JCS should be set aside in this regard and their assessment used 

in its place.  

The weakness of their case and their misunderstanding of policy will be set out in some 

detail within this Appendix. Their methodology is simplistic, ignores current material 

economic circumstances, and confused between making a case for DSV; making a case for 

East Northamptonshire; or making a case against the JCS. The result is unconvincing and 

presents no compelling argument to set aside employment needs at this time nor the 

whole of the approved Development Plan.  

Their summary helpfully recognises the 8+ years of total pipeline supply of warehouse 

floorspace, that the vast majority of the working age population live in the built-up areas 

(i.e. Growth towns) to the south and west of Thrapston, and that the vast majority of 

those actively seeking work also live outside of Thrapston in the growth towns. The  plain 

and simple conclusion to be drawn from their own submitted figures is that Thrapston 

neither has the population base to support strategic warehousing development, nor does 

it have levels of unemployment or deprivation to support such a non-compliant scheme.  

The spatial strategy of the JCS has been very successful. It did not “ignore” the former 

district of East Northamptonshire it properly recognised its rural characteristics and 

positively chose by tested policy direction not to direct strategic developments to most of 

the area. The reasoning for that decision has not changed. Such carefully constructed, 

balanced policies should not be set aside without a compelling case. Not just the spatial 

strategy and distribution of employment policies but the whole suite of related policies 

that comprise the approved JCS. No such case has come close to being made. 

ASSESSMENT OF THEIR REPORT. 

At para 2.4 the report sets out the most relevant spatial policies. It is notably limited in its 

scope. It does however refer to policy 24 which refutes their claim that the JCS did not 

recognise the importance of logistics. It fully recognised the importance of the logistics 

sector and set aside a specific policy to support the sector. Quite reasonably it requires 

additional proposals to comply with the spatial strategy. This scheme does not comply. 



At para 2.10 the need for a review now is argued. This is not in dispute and the ongoing 

review of the JCS confirms that the Council is doing just that. Responsibly and given the 

circumstances in a timely manner. There is no urgent need to override the Plan process 

given the total pipeline supply of logistics still available.  

The case for DSV is unfortunate. The terms required by DSV are almost self-defeating 

from the start. Freehold tenure, 10000sqm, and within a 12-minute drive time of 

Thrapston (when a 20-minute drive time is normal practice). One could be forgiven for 

suggesting they were designed to exclude all other available sites except of course the 

application site. Almost too convenient. Whist DSV are an important local company there 

comes a time when re location is necessary to secure bigger premises. It must be 

questioned whether a logistic company requiring a 100,00sqm shed is appropriate for a 

sensitive rural site in the parish of Titchmarsh. The company have made no effort to 

comply with Policy EN20 and sited their building in the most prominent and damaging 

location on this site. This application is not about DSV its about the commercial objectives 

of IM Properties to usurp the planning process. 

In dismissing out of hand all the pipeline sites the report helpfully highlights the range of 

sites available making a mockery of their claim for urgency.  

Their methodology purports to follow market signals thus making it apparently credible. 

However, the market moves on. The current economic national and global circumstances 

are entirely different to the past ten years which renders their methodology of using this  

as the basis for future demand very doubtful. There is a global inflation spiral, increasing 

interest rates, very high diesel prices, a war in Europe, potential recession, and a growing 

labour supply issue locally and nationally. This report studiously avoids these market 

signals making their forecasting unreliable. In addition, they make no allowance for the 

existing pipeline supply of 8+ years in their crude forecast for the next 15 years. A recent 

independent forecast in support of the Newlands neighbouring application alleged a need 

over the next 20 years of 106h in NN (423,000sqm) with some 10% attributed to the 

former area of East Northamptonshire.  

The obvious conclusion is that the current report has badly overplayed its forecast to such 

an extent as to undermine the credibility of the whole document. The Council supported 

its need figures at the Part 2 Local Plan Examination and there can be no sound reason to 

walk away from them when deciding this application particularly in the face of wildly 

exaggerated forecasts. 

LABOUR MARKET SUPPLY 

At para 4.5 the applicant helpfully confirms the 20-minute peak drive time and average 

commute distance (fig. 4.2) and confirms that within the catchment area the vast bulk of 

the population (and importantly the working age population) is located to the south and 



west of Thrapston. Fig. 4.4 shows the future housing allocations. None in Thrapston and 

all, as directed by policy, in the growth towns to the south and west of Thrapston.   

The applicants case is predicated on the average commuter drive time (encouraging the 

use of the private car). However, DSV dismiss the 20-minute drive time and arbitrarily 

adopt a 12-minute drive time. In effect deliberately closing down alternative site options.  

The early conclusion to be drawn from their own figures is that Thrapston is not close to 

areas of population, not close to areas of housing growth, and not close to those of 

working age who are looking for work. Thrapston has very little unemployment, and no 

areas of deprivation by any index. It also has no railway station and very poor public 

transport connections to the towns in the catchment area.  

You would be hard pressed to find a less sustainable or suitable site for strategic 

warehouse growth. 

The value of logistics sector to economic growth is not in dispute. That large sheds should 

be allowed on any sensitive greenfield sites in conflict with key policies of an approved 

plan is firmly disputed and not supported by national policy, national guidance, or the 

Development Plan. The JCS has successfully encouraged significant growth in logistics 

within a sound spatial strategy which is sustainable. The review of the JCS will look again 

at market needs for logistics, the environmental capacity of NN to accommodate more 

sheds, the capacity of the A14 to accommodate more HGVs, and the labour market to 

avoid bussing in of employees from far afield. There is a further need expressed by the 

Council to diversify the economy to improve high skilled jobs and how that might be 

achieved moving forward. Employment needs is not just about numbers, especially 

numbers that are unreasonably high, but needs broader consideration of diversity, jobs 

mix, and locations with good public transport and a local labour supply.  

ECONOMIC BENEFITS 

Simply put the economic benefits that might accrue from this scheme would be similarly 

achieved on any alternative site in NN. They are not unique to Thrapston and do not 

therefore provide a platform for a major departure from policy. 

In being able to achieve the economic benefits elsewhere it would also be possible to 

achieve such benefits without the substantial environmental, ecological and community 

harm on an alternative site. Such reasonable possibilities must be tested through the plan 

process. 

CONCLUSIONS 

THE APPLICANTS HAVE FAILED TO MAKE A COMPELLING CASE ON EMPLOYMENT NEEDS, 

LABPOUR SUPPLY OR ECONOMIC BENEFITS TO JUSTIFY ANY DECISION OTHER THAN 

REFUSAL FOR ALL THE REASONS CITED.  

 



 


